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The decay of non-topological electroweak strings formed during the electroweak phase transition in
the early universe may leave an observable imprint in the universe today. Such strings can naturally
seed primordial magnetic fields. Protogalaxies then tend to form with their axis of rotation parallel
to the external magnetic field, and moreover, the external magnetic field produces torque which
forces the galaxy axis to align with the magnetic field, even if the two axis were not aligned initially.
This can explain an (observed, but as of yet unexplained) alignment of the quasars’ polarization
vectors. We demonstrate that the shape of a magnetic field left over from two looped electroweak
strings can explain the non-trivial alignment of quasar polarization vectors and make predictions
for future observations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, Hutsemékers [1] made two interesting obser-
vations on a sample of 355 quasars[23]. They observed
that the polarization vector of quasars appear to be i.)
somewhat aligned over large (cosmologically interesting)
volumes of space and ii.) the angle of these vectors seem
to rotate coherently with increasing redshift. As dis-
cussed in their paper, these two observations seem un-
likely to be attributable to either natural contamination
such as intervening dust particles or unaccounted instru-
mental bias. Instead, the effect appears to be cosmolog-
ical.
The direction of the optical polarization vector can be

attributed to the physical orientation of the quasar itself
[2–4]. We propose that the quasars themselves are some-
what aligned on cosmological scales. Any model that ex-
plains the coherent alignment of quasars on such scales
should also address the rotation through ∼ 240o that is
observed in the sample. This feature cannot be easily
accommodated in generic models.
We propose that the orientation of these quasars is

caused by a magnetic field left over from two linked loops
of electroweak strings. From the time of the electroweak
phase transition to today, magnetic field lines seeded by
these strings are stretched by the expansion of the uni-
verse and act as a background magnetic field at the time
of quasar formation. We fit the alignment data and find
that the electroweak string loops can explain this align-
ment very well. We emphasize that our explanation is
based on known and pretty well understood physics of
the standard model and its embedded defects like elec-
troweak strings.

II. THE DATA

The observation of the quasar polarization vectors was
carried out at the European Southern Observatory in
Chile from August 2000 through October 2003. The
quasars themselves are all located at high galactic lat-
itudes (|b| ≥ 30o) towards both the north and south

galactic poles. Objects that were given preference for
observation were bright quasars, as well Broad Absorp-
tion Line, radio-loud and red quasars. In addition, based
on findings from [5] and [6], special emphasis was given to
objects in two regions where an alignment effect was pre-
viously observed. One of these regions lies towards the
north galactic pole and is delimited in right ascension and
redshift by 11h15m ≤ α ≤ 14h29m and 1.0 ≤ z ≤ 2.3.
The other region lies in the direction of the south galac-
tic pole and is delimited by 21h20m ≤ α ≤ 24h00m and
0.7 ≤ z ≤ 1.5. The median polarization of the 355
quasars is approximately 1.38% with no object having
a polarization less than 0.6%. Every object observed
possessed an uncertainty in the polarization angle of no
more than 14o. With one exception, no object studied
possesses a redshift greater than 3.

III. THE ALIGNMENT EFFECT

The polarization vectors appear to be coherently
aligned over large volumes of space with a probability of
less than 0.1% of such an alignment occurring by chance
[1]. In addition, the direction of this alignment also ap-
pears to rotate with redshift. All 355 objects sampled
are included in Fig. 1. From Fig. 1 there is an apparent
relation between polarization angle and the redshift of
the source.

IV. QUASAR STRUCTURE

At the center of a quasar lies a super-massive black hole
surrounded by an accretion disk. The central regions of
quasars emit massive amounts of continuum radiation.
From this accretion disk, a warm wind arises perpen-
dicular to the plane of the accretion disk over a narrow
range of radii. Radiation pressure then accelerates this
wind radially away from the continuum source, causing
a funnel shape outflow (Figs. 2, 3)[2].
A subclass of quasars, Broad Absorption Line (BAL)

quasars comprise ∼ 10% of all quasars. These objects
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FIG. 1: The polarization angle of all 355 quasars. All polar-
ization angles are vectorally averaged and placed in redshift
bins of Δz = 0.05. Following the convention of [1], redshifts
in the direction of the North Galactic Pole (NGP) are counted
positive and redshifts in direction of the South Galactic Pole
(SGP) are counted negative. To help identify a pattern, each
polarization angle is plotted three times: at a point (z, θ),
(z, θ + 180o), and (z, θ + 360o). (Figure taken directly from
[1].)

FIG. 2: Three views of the inner regions of a quasar. Left: a
view from the side, nearly in the plane of the accretion disk.
Center: a view down the outflow, along the funnel-shaped
winds emanating from the accretion disk. The quasar in this
center picture would be observed as a BAL quasar. Right: a
view from above the funnel-shaped outflow. From this last
perspective, there is an unobstructed view of the continuum
source. (Figures taken directly from [2].)

(which were given observational preference in [1]) are ob-
served as such because of their orientation to us [2]. The
polarized radiation from BAL quasars originates from the
conical shell surrounding the center of the quasar [2].
Flux emanating from the continuum source at the center
of the quasar is Thompson scattered off the shell (Fig. 3).
This scattering off the flow explains the observed ∼ 10%
polarized continuum observed in troughs compared to the
∼ 0.5% polarization observed in non-BAL quasars[2].

In [3, 4] the authors report a correlation between the
major axis of the host galaxy of a quasar and the direc-
tion of linear polarization of the object. The direction of
polarization from Type 1 quasars (quasars whose spec-
trum contain broad emission lines) tends to be parallel
with the axis of the quasar host while the direction of
polarization from Type 2 quasars (quasars whose spec-

FIG. 3: A cross-section of the inner regions of a quasar as
described in [2]. An accretion disk surrounds a continuum
source at the center of the object. The direction of the out-
flow winds is shown by the white arrows. Observers looking
directly into the conical outflow of the object will observe a
BAL quasar. Flux emanating from the continuum source will
be Thompson scattered off the outflow and polarized.

trum contains only narrow emission lines) tends to be
perpendicular to the host axis. Quasars that have broad
emission line spectra will on average also have broader
absorption lines as well [7], and the authors of [1] gave
preference to BAL quasars in their observations.

V. ELECTROWEAK COSMIC STRINGS IN
THE EARLY UNIVERSE

The early universe very likely went through a number
of phase transitions that gave rise to various topologi-
cal defects via the Kibble Mechanism. Gauge groups of
grand unifying theories are complicated enough to give
rise to magnetic monopoles, domain walls and cosmic
strings. While the electroweak standard model gauge
group SU(2)L×U(1)Y does not contain non-trivial topol-
ogy, it does contain so-called embedded defects, most no-
tably electroweak cosmic strings [8–10]. In the minimal
version of the standard model, for the physical values of
the relevant parameters (weak mixing angle and Higgs
mass), electroweak cosmic strings are not stable config-
urations [11–13]. Thus, it is very unlikely that they can
survive till today. However, one can not avoid their for-
mation and a subsequent decay. It would be very inter-
esting if one could find an imprint left by the electroweak
strings that can be observed today. The most promising
effects would perhaps be associated with primordial mag-
netic fields seeded by the electroweak strings.
Cosmic strings produced during the electroweak phase

transition can not be open-ended-that is, they will exist
as either closed loops or be infinitely long[24][14]. Cos-
mic strings also contain small scale structure in the form
of wiggles [15–17]. Now consider that case of two elec-
troweak strings that are initially linked (as shown in the
left picture of Fig. 5). The two linked strings each carry
Z lines of magnetic flux. The direction of magnetic flux
is parallel to the direction of the string [14].
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A mechanism that may cause strings to decay is
through the creation of a monopole-anti-monopole pair.
Once the monopole-anti-monopole pair is created, ten-
sion in the string will pull them apart. The Z magnetic
flux lines will become frozen into the highly conductive
plasma of the early universe. After these strings have

been destroyed, a linked magnetic ( �B) field will remain
[14, 18]. This magnetic field can than be carried by the
expansion of the universe. From the time that these
linked strings decay around the electroweak phase to to-
day, the left-over magnetic field configuration would be
carried by the expansion of the universe and today exist

on cosmological scales. Requiring ∇· �B = 0 in an Abelian
theory implies that parallel magnetic field lines will repel
[14]. Therefore, our final field configuration should ap-
pear as two spread out, interconnected loops of magnetic
field (Fig. 4).

FIG. 4: The shape of the magnetic field that would exist
today as a result of the decay of two linked strings in the
early universe, as described by Eq. (2). Drawn in are the
A1-A3 axis (black line) and location of Earth (blue dot) as
described in sec. (VIII). This figure is intended to give the
reader an idea of the shape of the magnetic field that we are
discussing. Each loop today has a radius on the scale of Gpc.

VI. FORM OF THE RESULTING B-FIELD

As mentioned before, the magnetic flux from a Z-string
will lie along the length of the string. For simplicity, we
will assume the shape of the magnetic field left over from
an electroweak string to be a circle.

For a single magnetic field loop of radius R in the z = 0
plane in cylindrical coordinates, we want the magnetic

FIG. 5: The picture on the left shows two linked strings. In
the middle picture, a monopole-anti-monopole pair is created.
The strings, now broken, will collapse and leave behind a
remnant magnetic ( �B) field (right picture). (Figure taken
directly from [18].)

field to reach a constant value (Bo) around the string
and go to zero infinitely far away from the string, ρ → ∞
and z → ±∞. Such a magnetic field can be expressed by

�B =
Bo

R
exp

[
−
√
z2 + (ρ−R)2

]
φ̂ (1)

From the form of Eq. (1), it is obvious that such a field

satisfies the Maxwell Equation ∇ · �B = 0.

The easiest way to describe the magnetic field resulting
from the decay of two linked strings is to change to carte-
sian coordinates and place one loop of magnetic field (of
radius R) in the z = 0 plane centered a distance d from
the origin, where 0 < d < 2R, and place a second loop
(for simplicity, also of radius R) lying in the x = 0 plane
centered at the origin. Assuming the magnetic field from
both strings has the same magnitude (Bo) such a mag-
netic field configuration will be a vector sum of the two
fields.
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�B =
Bo

R

⎡
⎣
⎛
⎝−(y + d) exp

⎡
⎣−
√

z2 +

(√
x2 + (y + d)

2 −R

)2
⎤
⎦
⎞
⎠ x̂

+

⎛
⎝x exp

⎡
⎣−
√
z2 +

(√
x2 + (y + d)

2 −R

)2
⎤
⎦− z exp

[
−
√

x2 +
(√

y2 + z2 −R
)2]⎞⎠ ŷ

+

(
y exp

[
−
√
x2 +

(√
y2 + z2 −R

)2])
ẑ

]
(2)

Eq. (2) describes two perpendicular loops of magnetic
fields with amplitude Bo and radius R, as shown in Fig. 4.
It is also possible to describe two looped magnetic fields
that are not exactly perpendicular to each other. To do

so, we can rotate the string in the x = 0 plane by an angle
ψ about the y-axis. This modifies the form of the loop
originally in the x = 0. The rotated loop of magnetic
field is given by Eq. (3).

�B =
Bo

R
exp

⎡
⎣−
√

(x cosψ − z sinψ)
2
+

(√
y2 + (x sinψ + z cosψ)

2 −R

)2
⎤
⎦

[y sin x̂− (x sinψ + z cosψ) ŷ + y cosψẑ] (3)

In our analysis, we found the data to best match the case
where the two magnetic fields are perpendicular to each
other; the case where ψ = 0.

VII. EFFECTS OF MAGNETIC FLUX ON
QUASAR ALIGNMENT

In sec. (IV) we presented a correlation between the
angle of polarization and the orientation of the quasar
host. To explain the correlation between a background
magnetic field and quasar host alignment we will assume
a matter dominated universe (a ∝ t2/3) from the present
time back to the time of recombination and a radiation
dominated universe (a ∝ t1/2) from the time of recom-
bination back to the electroweak phase transition. As-
suming that the electroweak phase transition occurs at
t ∼ 10−11s and the time of recombination to be t ∼ 1013s,
we find that the electroweak phase transition occurs at a
redshift of z ∼ 1012.

The data collected by [1] extends out to redshifts z ∼ 3,
implying that the looped magnetic fields are on the scale
of Gpc. Taking a single magnetic field loop to be of
radius Ro ∼ 1 Gpc today leads to the magnetic field
loop to be Rrec ∼ 1 Mpc at the time of recombination
(assuming zrec ∼ 103). Working back further, we find
that the loop at the electroweak phase transition (at z ∼
1012) to be of size REW ∼ 10−6pc, or REW ∼ 1010m
(again, here we are only making an order of magnitude

estimate). Although this scale is larger than the causally
connected universe at the time of the electroweak phase
transition, there is no reason that such a string should be
unphysical, since extended topological defects naturally
have superhorizon structures.

We should note that the strings themselves may have
small structural irregularities, i.e. wiggles. The wiggles
on cosmic strings exist down to a scale � ∼ αt. The pa-
rameter α is not known, but simulations suggest that at
most α <∼ 10−3 [17]. Taking α ∼ 10−3, the wiggles on
an electroweak sting will exist down to a characteristic
length scale � ∼ 3× 10−6m at the time of the string for-
mation. Stretched by the expansion of the universe, this
scale today would be of the order of � ∼ 10−7pc, several
orders of magnitude below the scale of quasars. At the
time of galaxy and/or quasar formation, the magnetic
field would also contain wiggles that may be relevant for
seeding the magnetic field and Eq. (4).

It is well known that a magnetic field, with the present-
day strength of about 10−9Gauss and more or less co-
herent structure on Mpc or larger scales, can strongly
influence early galaxy formation (for a review see [19]
and references therein). The primordial magnetic fields
alone likely cannot be responsible for the observed galaxy
power spectrum on large scales. However, it seems quite
likely that magnetic fields do play a significant role by in-
troducing a bias on the formation of galaxy sized objects
[20]. It is also argued in [21] that somewhat inhomo-
geneous magnetic field could modulate galaxy formation
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in the cold dark matter picture by giving the baryons a
streaming velocity relative to the dark matter.
The magnetohydrodynamic equations governing the

evolution of linear density perturbations are [19, 20]

ρ

(
∂�v

∂t
+
ȧ

a
�v+

(�v · ∇)�v

a

)
=−∇p

a
−ρ

∇φ

a
−
(
∇× �B

)
× �B

4πa
(4)

∂ρ

∂t
+ 3

ȧ

a
ρ+

∇ · (ρ�v)
a

= 0 (5)

∇2φ

a2
= 4πG [ρ− ρb (t)] (6)

∇ · �B = 0 (7)

∂

∂t

(
a2 �B

)
=

∇×
(
�v × a2 �B

)
a

(8)

The Lorentz force perturbs the smooth background
density ρb(t) inducing density perturbations δρ(�x, t) and
peculiar velocities �v(�x, t) within the fluid. The peculiar
velocity of the baryonic fluid will in turn backreact to

create an additional magnetic field δ �B(�x, t). Following
the notation of [20], we introduce the small quantity δ
where

ρ (�x, t) = ρb (t) + δρ (�x, t) ≡ ρb (t) [1 + δ (�x, t)] (9)

The total magnetic field is therefore the initial back-
ground magnetic field leftover from electroweak strings
and the magnetic field resulting from fluid backreaction.

�B (�x, t) = �Bb (�x, t) + δ �B (�x, t) (10)

Assuming that density perturbations, peculiar veloc-
ities and induced magnetic fields resulting from the
Lorentz force are small, we can linearize eqs. (4-8) in
�v and δ which become

∂�v

∂t
+

ȧ

a
�v = −∇φ

a
+

(
∇× �Bb

)
× �Bb

4πaρb
(11)

∂δ

∂t
+

∇ · �v
a

= 0 (12)

∇2φ = 4πa2Gρbδ (13)

∇ · �Bb = ∇ · δ �B = 0 (14)

∂

∂t

(
a2 �Bb

)
= 0 (15)

∂

∂t

(
a2δ �B

)
=

∇×
(
�v × a2 �Bb

)
a

(16)

Because we are more concerned with general behavoir
of the baryonic fluid, we will look at the linearized MHD
equations that describe the evolution of �v to zeroth order

in δ and δ �B. The linearized Faraday’s Law implies that
the background magnetic field will evolve as

�Bb (�x, t) = �Bb (�x) exp
−2Ht (17)

where �Bb is the magnetic field at the beginning of struc-
ture formation and H is the Hubble constant.
The linearized Euler equation (eq. (11)) can be rewrit-

ten as

∂�v

∂t
= − ȧ

a
�v − ∇φ

a
+

μo

4πaρb
�j × �Bb (18)

To determine the correlation between the direction of the
magnetic field and quasar orientation, we assume that lo-
cally (on the scale of quasar formation) the average mag-
netic field lies only in the z-direction: 〈Bx〉 = 〈By〉 = 0,
〈Bz〉 �= 0. The magnetic field may contain structure
on scales down to the typical wiggle scale �

(∼ 10−7pc
)
,

but the overall average field must lie along the large
scale direction of the string. If we now allow ourselves

to write the background magnetic field as �Bb(�x, t) =
0x̂ + 0ŷ + Bb exp

−2Ht ẑ where now Bb is assumed con-
stant we obtain

∂�v

∂t
= − ȧ

a
�v − GM

ar2
r̂ − μo

4πa

ρ

ρb
|Bb| exp−2Ht v⊥φ̂ (19)

where v⊥ is the component of peculiar velocity that is
perpendicular to the z-direction (string/magnetic field
direction).
The first term in eq. (19) acts like a friction term

caused by the expansion of the universe. The second
term describes the collapse of a non-rotating spherical
protogalactic cloud due to gravitational contraction. The
final term affects the peculiar velocities of cloud particles
via the Lorentz force. An important question to ask is
which terms in eq. (19) will come to dominate (or at
least significantly affect) a collapsing protogalaxy.
To compare the size of the gravitational and magnetic

effects on a collapsing protogalaxy, we assume a spheri-
cal collapsing protogalaxy of uniform density and Hubble
constant H ∼ 70kms−1Mpc−1 ∼ 2.3 × 10−18s−1. The
smallness of H allows us to ignore the friction-like term
caused by the expansion. Defining Ξ as the ratio of the
strength of the gravitational term to the Lorentz term
in Eq. (19) and neglecting the time dependence of the
background field strength we find

Ξ =
4
3πGρbr

10−7|Bb|v⊥ (20)

Assuming a baryon density of 3.8 × 10−28kgm−3 today
and background magnetic field strength |Bb| = 10−12G,
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the ratio Ξ for a protogalactic cloud located around z = 9
with temperature T = 10K will be ΞH+ = 80 per kpc for
H+ ions in the cloud and Ξe− = 1.9 per kpc for electrons
in the cloud. Near the central regions of the cloud over
a length scale of lightyears (comparable to the scale for
quasars) this ratio is ΞH+ = 2.46 × 10−2 per LY and
Ξe− = 5.78 × 10−4 per LY. This implies that the inner
regions of a collapsing cloud (including scales comparable
to the size of quasars) will be dominated by effects of the
background magnetic field while the outer regions of the
collapsing protogalactic cloud will be more affected by
gravitational contracting than the Lorentz force.
The angular momentum of a quasar will most likely

point in a direction parallel to the average direction of
the background magnetic field. Because objects interact
with their surroundings from the time of formation, there
is no guarantee that an individual quasar will not have
changed its orientation since formation, but because ev-
ery quasar (in a certain cosmologically interesting volume
of space) formed in a similar background, we still expect
to see some trends in the data. We therefore expect that
the average quasar polarization direction be parallel to
the direction of the magnetic field.
An alternative mechanism that could compliment the

previously mentioned mechanism of alignment of quasar
hosts is that the magnetic field physically flips the quasar
host itself. A magnetic dipole lying in an external mag-
netic field will experience a torque (τ) acting on it. Us-
ing basic mechanics, we can perform an order of magni-
tude calculation to determine a typical flipping time for

a galaxy given a certain magnetic field ( �B) and dipole
(�m) strength.

Suppose we describe a quasar as a solid disk with mo-
ment of inertia I and magnetic dipole moment �m in an

external magnetic field �B. The work necessary to rotate
the quasar about its diameter can be written as

W =

∫
τdθ =

∫
mB sin(θ)dθ (21)

The maximum possible work done on the quasar would
involve rotating the quasar through an angle of 90o, so
that we may say

Wmax = mB (22)

Work can also be described as a change in kinetic en-
ergy, which may be written as

W = ΔKE =
1

2
IΔω2 (23)

Combining Eqs. (22) and (23) and recalling that torque
can also be described by τ = Iα = I Δω

Δt , we can see that
a typical flip time is given by

Δt =

√
2I

mB
(24)

Using fiducial values of 1011M�, 15kpc, 1063J/T and
10−12T for a quasar host’s mass, radius, dipole moment,
and the strength of the external magnetic field (respec-
tively), we find that the time for a quasar to rotate
through an angle of 90o is ∼ 4.6× 1015s∼ 1.5× 108years.
This timescale is significantly less than the age of the
universe at z = 3, thereby allowing the quasars in the
sample sufficient time to allign their axes with the exter-
nal magnetic field.
We have presented two effects that work synergetically,

galaxies themselves (and their quasars) prefer to form
with the rotational axis parallel to the external magnetic
field, and the external magnetic field tends to align the
quasar axis with itself even if initially the two axis were
not aligned.

VIII. MATCHING THE MODEL WITH
OBSERVATION

A pattern of alignment is apparent in Fig. 1. The au-
thors of [1] notice an especially high degree of alignment
within two regions of space referred to as the A1-A3 axis.
This region of space contains 183 of the 355 observed
quasars. They plot the average angle of the quasar polar-
ization vectors in bins of Δz = 0.5 and propose a linear
best fit for the rotation of the quasar polarization vec-
tors given by θ̄ = 268− 42z. This constitutes a rotation
through ∼ 250o from z = −3 through z = 3. Within
the A1-A3 axis the authors of [1] also observe a varying
degree of alignment among the quasars as compared to
other nearby quasars. This varying degree of alignment
is shown in Fig. 7.
Our model allows a full rotation through ∼ 270o to

match with observation. Specifically, if we lie near the
center of two linked strings, it would be possible to ob-
serve a rotation through ∼ 135o as we look out in oppo-
site directions towards the NGP and SGP. Suppose that
the A1-A3 axis coincides with the x = z = 0 line of
Eq. (2). The magnetic field along that line would take
the form of Eq. (25). For generality, we also included a
term s to allow the two loops to be shifted along the y-

axis. Therefore, in a plot of �B(x, y, z), we can place the
Earth at the origin.

�B = −Bo

R
((y + s) + d) exp [−||(y + s) + d| −R|] x̂

+
Bo

R
(y + s) exp [−||y + s| −R|] ẑ (25)

The influence of the magnetic field itself would be
strongest near the loop and fall towards zero away from
the loop. While the existence of a background magnetic
field does not automatically guarantee an alignment ef-
fect, we still expect a higher degree of alignment in re-
gions of space where the magnetic field is stronger. It is
interesting to compare the location of high (low) mag-
netic field strength in Fig. (6) as predicted by our model
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to the location of high (low) local statistics in Fig. (7) as
observed in [1].[25]

�3 �2 �1 1 2 3

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

FIG. 6: The relative magnitude of the magnetic field (| �B|)
along the line x = z = 0 as described by Eq. (25). Compare
this figure to Fig. 7 which shows the degree of alignment along
the A1-A3 axis as described in [1]. For this plot we chose
B = 1, R = 1.29, d = 1.8 and s = −0.7.

FIG. 7: A plot of the local statistics along the A1-A3 axis as
described in [1]. A high local statistic value indicates a high
degree of alignment of quasar polarization vectors. Bins of
size Δr = 0.4h−1 Gpc are used. Instead of redshift, comov-

ing distances of r = 6
(
1− (1 + z)−1/2

)
h−1 Gpc are used

where h is the Hubble constant in units of 100 kms-1Mpc-1.
Again, objects in the direction of the NGP are assigned pos-
itive distances and objects in the direction of the SGP are
assigned negative distances. The histogram below the graph
gives the number of quasars in each bin. Figure taken directly
from [1].

By allowing the A1-A3 axis to lie along the y-axis,
the observed polarization vectors lie entirely in planes
of constant y-that is we (approximately) observe only
their projection in the x-z plane. Given a magnetic field

written as �B = Bxx̂+By ŷ+Bz ẑ, the projected angle of
the magnetic field along the x = z = 0 line (in degrees)
can be written as

θ =
180

π
arctan

[
Bx

Bz

]
(26)

Because the average angle of polarization is related to
the direction of the magnetic field, and the polarization
observed is (approximately) entirely in the x-z plane, the
direction of polarization can be predicted by plugging
Eq. (2) into Eq. (26).

θ =
180

π
arctan

[
(y + s+ d) exp [−||y + s+ d| −R|]

(y + s) exp [−||y + s| −R|]
]
+ b

(27)

�3 �2 �1 1 2 3

100

200

300

400

500

FIG. 8: Polarization angle vectorally averaged for 183 quasars
along the A1-A3 axis from [1]. The objects are divided into
bins of size Δz = 0.5. Error bars show the 68% angular
confidence interval as described in [22]. The straight red line
shown is the linear best fit line from [1] given by θ̄ = 268−42z.
The blue curved line is our best fit as described by Eq. (27).
Again, each data point is replicated three times: at θ̄, θ̄+180
and θ̄ + 360.

Fig. (8) shows the vectorally averaged polarization an-
gle as a function of redshift. Because linear polarization
angles repeat after a rotation through 180o, each data
point is replicated three times. The term b in Eq. (27) is
included to allow for an overall shift in angle. Minimizing
the chi-square value, we found the parameters in Eq. (27)
(s, d,R and b) best fit by s = −0.70, d = 1.80, R = 1.29
and b = 324. Because of the form of the arctan function,
we plotted Fig. (8) with b = 324 for redshift bins centered
on z = −2.75 through z = 0.25 and b = 144 for redshift
bins centered on z = 0.75 through z = 2.75. The authors
of [1] propose a linear best fit given by θ̄ = 268 − 42z.
This corresponds to a chi-square value of 98.4. Our model
of Eq. (27) with values for the parameters given offers a
slight improvement with a chi-square value of 84.2. We
also note that in our analysis to fit the data of Fig. (8),
we assumed two circular loops; but as discussed in sec.
(VII), electroweak strings contain wiggles and need not
even be described by perfectly circular loops. Their shape
may bear more resemblance to the shape of the strings
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in Fig. (5). This would certainly alter expected average
direction of polarization, and could offer a better fit to
the data; although independently determining the exact
shape of the specific strings in question here may very
well be an extremely difficult task.

IX. CONCLUSION

Electroweak strings are predicted to exist in the early
universe. Although searching for stable strings in the uni-
verse today is a difficult endeavor (as many models pre-
dict ∼ 1 will exist in a given horizon volume), the poten-
tial to observe the imprint left over from an electroweak
string remains an intriguing possibility. Linked strings
may leave behind lines of magnetic flux imprinted in the
universe which could be stretched to cosmological scales
by both the expansion of the universe and by the fact that
parallel lines of magnetic flux repel. Quasars that form in
the vicinity of these magnetic fields are essentially form-
ing in a background magnetic field. The quasars would
therefore preferentially form with their axes aligned par-
allel to the magnetic field. The other effect that syner-
getically works with this is that the external magnetic
field tends to align the quasar axis with itself even if
initially the two axis were not aligned. Other nearby
quasars will also be forming in essentially the same av-
erage background magnetic field which could explain the
observed alignment of quasar polarization vectors. On
large enough scales, however, the effects of the two looped
magnetic fields would be observable as a rotation of the
average direction of quasar polarization vectors.
The agreement between our theoretical model and the

observational data is very good. In particular we were
able to explain the rotation of the polarization angle with
the redshift, a feature which is not easily accommodated

in simple adhoc models. Our model gives clear predic-
tions that can be tested once a greater sample size of
quasar polarization data is available, since we predict an
overall trend of quasar polarization vector behavior based
on the model given by Eq. (2). The A1-A3 axis seems
to lie somewhat along the line connecting the NGP and
SGP. We would expect other quasar polarization angles
in this region to follow the same pattern as observed in
Fig. (8). Alternately, we may also look for quasar polar-
ization angles away from the A1-A3 axis that still follow
the pattern as predicted by Eq. (2). This observation
would likely be somewhat more difficult, as this would
require observing a large sample of objects through the
galactic disk. Another interesting test of our model would
be to look for the systematic effects such a magnetic field
configuration would have on CMB photons such as Fara-
day rotation.
We emphasis that our explanation of the observed large

scale alignment of quasars’ polarization angles is based
on conventional cosmology and minimal standard model,
without invoking any exotic physics or non-standard cos-
mology. In particular, the formation and subsequent de-
cay of the electroweak strings, and their seeding of the
primordial magnetic fields can not be avoided. In this pa-
per we just inked this fact with the large scale alignment
of quasars’ polarization angles.
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